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Club Details 

 
TARANAKI MUSTANG CLUB INC. 

C/- 10 Cross Street 
Lepperton 

New Plymouth 
 

BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER 
TSB Bank 153942 – 0022637 – 00 

(Please enter your name as a reference when paying by direct banking) 
 

BADGES 
Each member receives a name badge, however if you require a replacement 

badge the cost will be $9.00 each 

 

JACKETS, POLO SHIRTS, CAPS, DRESS SHIRTS 
These are available from Rose King – 

Jackets $87.50 
Polo shirts $35 

Caps $15 
Dress Shirts $45 

 
WINDOW SASHES 

New members receive them free.  If you require extras, sashes cost $10 
 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 



 
 

PRESIDENT’S 

REPORT 
 
 

 

I would like to thank Rose for all the hard work 
and the long hours she puts in to keep up the 
smooth running of the club.  Also I would like to 
thank Kerry for filling in for me to run the 
meetings that I was unable to attend. 
 

During the 2017-2018 year many of our members 
went south to Invercargill for the 2017 Mustang 
Convention.  From all reports it was a very 
successful convention. 
 
Thanks to all the club members for supporting me 
during my time as President.  It is time for a 

change and I wish the incoming President all the 
best for the coming year. 
 
Ken Gillanders 
 

 
 



Just out of the Blue one day I received an e mail from "oldmacsfarm" to ask if Nigel could leave 
his trailer complete with Race Car at our place so they did not have to tow it all through Nelson 
to Grail Bay which would have been an almost if not impossible trip to do. 

With a quick response I replied that they would be most welcome to do so and to text/e mail 
when they had left the Racing in Timaru and were approaching Nelson area. 

a couple of days passed and in came an email saying they were in Hamner staying the night there 
and would continue on the next morning. The next day came and I had not heard anything thing 
so I rang and Dianne said they were almost to the turn off to the Motuweka Highway so I jumped 
in the ute and raced to meet them and there they were sitting waiting at the Kohatu Flat Rock 
Cafe 

 

I spun around and pulled up beside this cute wee on board motor home type unit with Dianne 
grinning at me and Nigel sitting behind the steering wheel, Di jumped out to come around to see 
me but I took off before she could do so  

They followed me Through to Tapawera and we pulled up at our place where Nigel Reversed the 
trailer up the drive to park up in front of the car shed. We unhooked the trailer and secured it 
then went for a nice cool refreshing drink. 

After a bunch of laughing, talking and remembering days gone by it was time for them to go as 
they were off to Havelock for the night and then all the way out to Grail Bay to check out what 
Dianne thought could be a relation of hers. 



Dianne had left her road map behind which I had found a hour or more later and after a quick 
call as I the thought of them getting lost worried me some what they informed me that they had 
an extra copy with them......Phew  that was a relief.  

Two day later after a successful venture way out along the coast to Grail Bay they returned to 
collect the race car again there was much laughter and merriment and a cuppa and more story’s 
etc.  

Norma & Dianne spoke about Knitting, Sewing, patchwork, quilting etc etc etc while Nigel and 
myself spoke about cars and farms etc. 

After some time with this enjoyable couple we reconnected the Trailer and they were away to 
catch the ferry in Picton. 

It was real nice to see some old friends from the Taranaki Mustang Club again as we also enjoyed 
Rose & Noel when they called in coming back from the Convention in Invercargill last year. 

 

We are quite looking forward to making the AGM this year as now there are direct flights from 
Nelson to New Plymouth somewhat cheaper then driving up. 

I have attached a couple of pics one of Dianne clutching the forgotten Map along with the race 
car on the trailer. 

Cheers 

Rae 

 
 



Chicken Coop Find!  
1969 Mustang GT R-Code Convertible 

The two-decade evolution of a worn “chicken coop find” that was restored to one of the 

best thoroughbred Mustang GT R-Code convertibles on the planet 

 
Car collecting folks have coined the phrase “barn find” or "Rare Find"  when referring to vehicles found in 

old buildings where they were stored away for years and, in many cases, even decades. The fascination 

with these barn finds has taken them to the top of the spectrum within the collector car industry, and 

barn finds are arguably the hottest thing going within the collector car hobby right now. Despite the 

phrase, a barn find need not be found in an actual barn. In many cases, barn finds are found in garages, 

old buildings, or other types of structures. Such is the case with this 1969 Mustang GT convertible with a 

428 Cobra Jet and four-speed. 

 

On December 18, 1997, this GT drop-top was rescued from a chicken coop in Santa Rosa, California, where 

it had been stowed away for nearly five years. Steve Skinner found out about the car from his brother 

Mike Skinner who’d seen it in the classifieds of a magazine. Mike had first dibs on the car, then backed 

out and handed it off to his brother, and Steve jumped on the opportunity to purchase it. Skinner and 

seller Al Weis reached an agreement on the purchase price and the GT R-Code convertible was loaded 

onto an open trailer and transported to Skinner’s home in Montana the car was purchased prior to the 

“Marti Report Era,” but Skinner knew it was rare and he’d always wanted a big-block convertible GT 

Mustang. While researching the history of the car, he learned it had been purchased from a Ford 



Dealership in Eden, North Carolina, and then travelled west where it had resided for nearly a decade near 

San Francisco. 

After purchasing the car, Skinner transported it to his Montana shop where it was carefully dissected to 

evaluate its condition. Skinner decided to give the convertible a complete rotisserie restoration. He’d 

restored several Mustangs in the past and intended to add this restoration to his resume. He wasted little 

time and started the restoration process soon after acquiring it in late 1997. It didn’t take long for Skinner 

to realize the most difficult challenge in this Mustang project was locating N.O.S. or OEM parts. Over a 15-

year period, he amassed an inventory large enough to fill the basement of his house. He’d acquire one 

part, then locate another of better quality, and before long, his parts inventory turned his basement into 

a small warehouse for the ’69 Mustang GT convertible. 

 

As the actual restoration project started to take form, Skinner started realizing just how difficult the 

restoration of this rare Mustang was going to be. The Internet and social media hadn’t really taken form 

as a tool for automobile restoration projects of this magnitude. It was still in its infancy and acquiring parts 

and information related to restoring a rare Mustang of this caliber turned into an issue as time went on. 

It was a decade or so later when Skinner eventually obtained a Marti Report and realized just how rare 

his ’69 Mustang GT convertible really was. Ford Motor Company equipped fewer than 30 of them with 

the four-speed R-Code 428ci engine option. Only four are known to exist today according to the R-Code 

registry. 

 

Skinner turned to longtime friend Buzz Rose to rebuild the date-code-correct 428 Cobra Jet engine. Buzz 

went through the engine from top to bottom and performed his wizardry to make it a top-shelf, factory-

correct specimen. In Skinner’s words, “Buzz Rose sleeps, eats, and breathes Fords; he was the right and 

only person to build my engine for the Mustang.” 



 

“It was Buzz Rose and his knowledge and expertise who influenced me to purchase the car and take on 

the restoration project,” Skinner added. “Without him, I never would have gotten myself into it and taken 

on such a huge project.” 

 

Then, in 2014, after dealing with locating the ultra-rare, hard-to-find parts, he realized it was time to hand 

the Mustang off to someone who had the resources and contacts to see it through to completion as a 

factory-correct thoroughbred pony car. “Once you start on a restoration project of this caliber, you can’t 

turn back,” Skinner said. “I didn’t want to stop the project, just hand it off to a new owner to finish it off 

the right way.” 

 

“The right person to purchase the car and continue the restoration project was Tony King,” he said. “He’s 

respected within the muscle car and Mustang community for his collection of rare automobiles. His expert 

contacts and abundant resources within the Mustang world is a primary reason I decided to make the ’69 

Mustang GT Convertible available for purchase to Tony King.” The two men talked about the car and its 

restoration three years earlier when finding parts became an obstacle. 

 

King called in Mustang expert Jason Billups to perform a total inspection of the car, and upon Billups’ 

recommendation, King made the purchase. Two weeks later, it was transported to Billups Classic Cars 

(BCC) in Colcord, Oklahoma, for a full factory-correct rotisserie restoration. Billups and his first-rate team 

at BCC have a reputation for performing award-winning, historically correct, world-class Mustang 

restorations. 

 

Once the car entered the shop, it was secured onto a rotisserie. Since Skinner had already started the 

restoration, there was no disassembly work to be done. Skinner had already started the bodywork, 

too, and had done a really good job on it. He’d obviously knew what he was doing and must have spent 

countless hours of metal work and block sanding.  

Painter Donald “Skeeter” White applied numerous coats of Candy apple Red single-stage RM urethane 

paint. The suspension, mechanical, and final assembly work was done mostly by Casey Kelly 

 

In less than two years from start to finish. At times, it took a back seat to a black 1969 Shelby G.T. 500 

prototype convertible also owned by King (One of Four Shelby G.T. 500 Prototypes Found and Restored, 

Dec. ’17). Usually, the two rare Mustangs were worked on simultaneously, but the Shelby sometimes 

received preferential treatment since it was scheduled to be unveiled at the 2016 Muscle Car & Corvette 

Nationals (MCACN). 

According to the owner, based on documentation he’s acquired, this ’69 Mustang is one of the last GTs to 

be produced for this generation. With more than one assembly plant building them simultaneously in 

1969, it’s difficult to say definitively that this is, indeed, the last one built. All records indicate that it’s one 

of the last ones in the Ford Motor Company build schedule to be produced and shipped to the dealer. 

 

This rare 1969 Mustang GT R-Code convertible has a short list of options. 

They include: 

•Black Manual Top w/ Plastic Backlite 

•GT Equipment Group 

•Traction-Lok Differential 

•Electric Clock 

•F70X14 Wide Oval Belted White Sidewall Tires 

•Console 

•AM Radio 

 

 



It appears this car was ordered with the intent of keeping it simple. 

 

King laid eyes on his restored GT Cobra Jet for the first time during our formal photo-shoot. He’d travelled 

to Colcord from his residence in Butte, Montana, where we asked him what he thought of the finished 

product. “Wow, what a rare car,” he said. “I’m totally blown away and impressed by the overall look and 

stance of this little Mustang GT convertible. I think Ford Motor Company should have made more of 

them.” 

 

We followed up with King to see if he remained impressed with his Mustang GT. “I recently took the 

Mustang to a major car show in Montana and it took Best of Show out of 500 entries,” he said. “Without 

Jason Billups and his team of craftsmen, I can’t image this ’69 Mustang GT convertible turning out any 

better. Once again, they’ve exceeded my expectations and hit it out of the park.” 

 

Skinner saw his old Mustang GT convertible at the same car show and he admitted that seeing it restored 

was an emotional experience. He said that sight of the car sent his blood pumping and heart racing with 

excitement. It also made him realize that selling it to King, who had Billups and his experts finish it off, was 

the right thing to do. Skinner said that if he had one dream, it would be to get closure for his unfinished 

business with the Mustang by driving it just once. I’m pleased to say after talking with King, Skinner’s wish 

to one day drive it will be granted soon. Man, how cool would it be to be there to document and witness 

it in person? 

 

On December 18, 1997, this GT drop-top was rescued from this chicken coop in Santa Rosa, California, 

where it had been sitting for nearly five years. Steve Skinner found out about the car from his brother 

Mike, who’d seen it in the classifieds of a magazine. 

 
 
 



 

The proud owner of a magnificent 1956 Chevrolet 
convertible, wrote to say he had restored the car to 
perfection over the last few years, and sent this: 
  
On a very warm summer afternoon he decided to take 
his car to town.  
It needed gas, as the gauge was practically on empty, 
but he wanted ice cream, so he headed first to his 
favourite ice cream shop. 
  
He had trouble finding a parking space and had to park 
the car down a side street.   
 
He noticed a group of young guys standing around smoking cigarettes and eyeing the car 
rather covetously.  He was a bit uneasy leaving it there, but people often take interest in such 
an old and well-preserved car, so he went off to enjoy his ice cream. 
 
The line at the ice cream shop was long and it took him quite a while to return to his 
car.  When he did, his worst fears were realized... his car was gone. 
 
He called the police and reported the theft. 
 
About ten minutes later the police called him to say they had found the car abandoned near a 
gas station a few miles out of town. 
 
It was unharmed and he was relieved.   
 
It seems just before he called, the police had received a call from a young woman who was an 
employee at a self-service gas station.  She told them that three young men had driven in with 
this beautiful old convertible.  One of them came to the window and prepaid for 20 dollars’ 
worth of gas.  
 
Then all three of them walked around the car.   
 
Then they all got in the car and drove off, without filling the tank. 
 
 
The question is, why would anybody steal a car, pay for gas that they never pumped and then 
abandon the car later and walk away? 
 
SCROLL Down 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
They couldn't find where the gas tank was located. 



 

 

 

Well we have had quite a busy time with Jeanette heading down South 

to spend some quality time with our new Grand Daughter and the 

other two Grandchildren. 

 

I stayed home as I have been busy building dairy feed silos for a local 

firm. Also I have been having a few problems with the old FordV8 it 

has been overheating. So I started out getting the radiator cleaned out 

then I purchased a set of NOS (new old stock ) from a guy in Seattle 

who answered a request that I posted on a forums page in the V8 

Times Magazine which I am a member off in the USA. So the cylinder 

heads left the States on the 16th February and arrived in Auckland on 

the 20th of February, they sat at customs till the 7th March till they 

decided to contact me to let know how much duty was to be paid 

before they would forward them to my home address. 

 

Once they arrived it was off with the old heads and on with the new 

ones and now it is behaving itself. Our plans for Easter are to head 

South to spend time with Family otherwise we have been just busy 

doing chores while the weather is still kind to us. 

 

Well it’s time to sign off as I have now other news.  

 

Mick and Jeanette. 

 
 



 
Kia ora. My name is Te Taka and the following Kia ora. My name is Te Taka and the following Kia ora. My name is Te Taka and the following Kia ora. My name is Te Taka and the following 

is my experience of attending the Land Speed is my experience of attending the Land Speed is my experience of attending the Land Speed is my experience of attending the Land Speed 

NZ event at Reporoa on the 8NZ event at Reporoa on the 8NZ event at Reporoa on the 8NZ event at Reporoa on the 8thththth    of April 2018.of April 2018.of April 2018.of April 2018.    

    

Background & Motivation 

Although I was brought up on a farm I would Although I was brought up on a farm I would Although I was brought up on a farm I would Although I was brought up on a farm I would 

not consider myself a petrol head. My wife Arnot consider myself a petrol head. My wife Arnot consider myself a petrol head. My wife Arnot consider myself a petrol head. My wife Ari i i i 

is similar, she has a background driving, but is similar, she has a background driving, but is similar, she has a background driving, but is similar, she has a background driving, but 

isn’t an avid motor sports enthusiast. That isn’t an avid motor sports enthusiast. That isn’t an avid motor sports enthusiast. That isn’t an avid motor sports enthusiast. That 

changed somewhat in 2016 when Ari and I had changed somewhat in 2016 when Ari and I had changed somewhat in 2016 when Ari and I had changed somewhat in 2016 when Ari and I had 

the opportunity to buy a Ford Mustang.the opportunity to buy a Ford Mustang.the opportunity to buy a Ford Mustang.the opportunity to buy a Ford Mustang.    

We purchased a 2017 model, it has a 5.0 litre We purchased a 2017 model, it has a 5.0 litre We purchased a 2017 model, it has a 5.0 litre We purchased a 2017 model, it has a 5.0 litre 

V8 Coyote motor, with 435 horsepoweV8 Coyote motor, with 435 horsepoweV8 Coyote motor, with 435 horsepoweV8 Coyote motor, with 435 horsepower and it r and it r and it r and it 

has an automatic transmission. It is painted has an automatic transmission. It is painted has an automatic transmission. It is painted has an automatic transmission. It is painted 

Ruby Red and while it has some exterior Ruby Red and while it has some exterior Ruby Red and while it has some exterior Ruby Red and while it has some exterior 

upgrades (mufflers, spoiler, tinted windows, upgrades (mufflers, spoiler, tinted windows, upgrades (mufflers, spoiler, tinted windows, upgrades (mufflers, spoiler, tinted windows, 

number plate) the motor is unmodified. We joined the local Mustang Owners Club and met a whole lot of number plate) the motor is unmodified. We joined the local Mustang Owners Club and met a whole lot of number plate) the motor is unmodified. We joined the local Mustang Owners Club and met a whole lot of number plate) the motor is unmodified. We joined the local Mustang Owners Club and met a whole lot of 

good people whogood people whogood people whogood people who    are Mustang enthusiasts. are Mustang enthusiasts. are Mustang enthusiasts. are Mustang enthusiasts.     

    

When we brought the car we decided we were going to drive it as much as we could. It is our only car, so we When we brought the car we decided we were going to drive it as much as we could. It is our only car, so we When we brought the car we decided we were going to drive it as much as we could. It is our only car, so we When we brought the car we decided we were going to drive it as much as we could. It is our only car, so we 

pretty much have to anyway. We have taken it around the South Island and most weekends we are driving it pretty much have to anyway. We have taken it around the South Island and most weekends we are driving it pretty much have to anyway. We have taken it around the South Island and most weekends we are driving it pretty much have to anyway. We have taken it around the South Island and most weekends we are driving it 

somewhere in thsomewhere in thsomewhere in thsomewhere in the North Island. With all the travelling that we have done we have always wondered, how e North Island. With all the travelling that we have done we have always wondered, how e North Island. With all the travelling that we have done we have always wondered, how e North Island. With all the travelling that we have done we have always wondered, how 

fast can our Muzzie really go? It is difficult, and illegal, to test this out on the motorways in the Waikato. Both fast can our Muzzie really go? It is difficult, and illegal, to test this out on the motorways in the Waikato. Both fast can our Muzzie really go? It is difficult, and illegal, to test this out on the motorways in the Waikato. Both fast can our Muzzie really go? It is difficult, and illegal, to test this out on the motorways in the Waikato. Both 

Ari and I have reached around 200kms on the track in Ari and I have reached around 200kms on the track in Ari and I have reached around 200kms on the track in Ari and I have reached around 200kms on the track in Taupō, but have then had to brake for the corner at Taupō, but have then had to brake for the corner at Taupō, but have then had to brake for the corner at Taupō, but have then had to brake for the corner at 

the end of the straight. So how fast can our Muzzie really go?the end of the straight. So how fast can our Muzzie really go?the end of the straight. So how fast can our Muzzie really go?the end of the straight. So how fast can our Muzzie really go?    

    

When we heard about a Land Speed NZ event, it was the perfect opportunity to answer this question. 5.7kms When we heard about a Land Speed NZ event, it was the perfect opportunity to answer this question. 5.7kms When we heard about a Land Speed NZ event, it was the perfect opportunity to answer this question. 5.7kms When we heard about a Land Speed NZ event, it was the perfect opportunity to answer this question. 5.7kms 

of straight road with an official of straight road with an official of straight road with an official of straight road with an official speed test over 1/4mile right in the middle. speed test over 1/4mile right in the middle. speed test over 1/4mile right in the middle. speed test over 1/4mile right in the middle.     

    

 
 
Arrival on the day 

We had to get up early, to leave at 5am to get to Goudies Road by 7:00am. I had been pretty much nervous We had to get up early, to leave at 5am to get to Goudies Road by 7:00am. I had been pretty much nervous We had to get up early, to leave at 5am to get to Goudies Road by 7:00am. I had been pretty much nervous We had to get up early, to leave at 5am to get to Goudies Road by 7:00am. I had been pretty much nervous 

about this event for the week leading up to it. And the nerve level only heightened when we got there.  It about this event for the week leading up to it. And the nerve level only heightened when we got there.  It about this event for the week leading up to it. And the nerve level only heightened when we got there.  It about this event for the week leading up to it. And the nerve level only heightened when we got there.  It 

was great to meet the race organisers, regiswas great to meet the race organisers, regiswas great to meet the race organisers, regiswas great to meet the race organisers, register and hear all the safety arrangements at the briefing. A really ter and hear all the safety arrangements at the briefing. A really ter and hear all the safety arrangements at the briefing. A really ter and hear all the safety arrangements at the briefing. A really 



nice bunch of guys running a professional event, with safety the prime concern, and then having a hell of a nice bunch of guys running a professional event, with safety the prime concern, and then having a hell of a nice bunch of guys running a professional event, with safety the prime concern, and then having a hell of a nice bunch of guys running a professional event, with safety the prime concern, and then having a hell of a 

lot of fun the 2lot of fun the 2lot of fun the 2lot of fun the 2ndndndnd    criteria. criteria. criteria. criteria.     

There were around 30 vehicles there, broken into twThere were around 30 vehicles there, broken into twThere were around 30 vehicles there, broken into twThere were around 30 vehicles there, broken into two groups, each group consisting of 2/3s bikes and 1/3 o groups, each group consisting of 2/3s bikes and 1/3 o groups, each group consisting of 2/3s bikes and 1/3 o groups, each group consisting of 2/3s bikes and 1/3 

cars. Most of the other riders/drivers appeared well versed at this, and knew what they were doing. To say cars. Most of the other riders/drivers appeared well versed at this, and knew what they were doing. To say cars. Most of the other riders/drivers appeared well versed at this, and knew what they were doing. To say cars. Most of the other riders/drivers appeared well versed at this, and knew what they were doing. To say 

that I was a novice at this would be an understatement. My racing equipment consisted of a new that I was a novice at this would be an understatement. My racing equipment consisted of a new that I was a novice at this would be an understatement. My racing equipment consisted of a new that I was a novice at this would be an understatement. My racing equipment consisted of a new pair of pair of pair of pair of 

welding overalls ($80), an old pair of cycling gloves and a new $100 helmet that was scrutinised and met the welding overalls ($80), an old pair of cycling gloves and a new $100 helmet that was scrutinised and met the welding overalls ($80), an old pair of cycling gloves and a new $100 helmet that was scrutinised and met the welding overalls ($80), an old pair of cycling gloves and a new $100 helmet that was scrutinised and met the 

required safety standards. required safety standards. required safety standards. required safety standards.     

    

As I was in Group 2, Ari and I got a chance to watch from the side lines while Group 1 had the first run. We As I was in Group 2, Ari and I got a chance to watch from the side lines while Group 1 had the first run. We As I was in Group 2, Ari and I got a chance to watch from the side lines while Group 1 had the first run. We As I was in Group 2, Ari and I got a chance to watch from the side lines while Group 1 had the first run. We 

wwwwent over to the fence by the road, and were totally amazed at the speeds those vehicles went racing by at. ent over to the fence by the road, and were totally amazed at the speeds those vehicles went racing by at. ent over to the fence by the road, and were totally amazed at the speeds those vehicles went racing by at. ent over to the fence by the road, and were totally amazed at the speeds those vehicles went racing by at. 

A couple of nervous toilet stops and I was as ready as I was ever going to be.A couple of nervous toilet stops and I was as ready as I was ever going to be.A couple of nervous toilet stops and I was as ready as I was ever going to be.A couple of nervous toilet stops and I was as ready as I was ever going to be.    

    

 
 
Run One 

There were butterflies in my stomach and my heart was There were butterflies in my stomach and my heart was There were butterflies in my stomach and my heart was There were butterflies in my stomach and my heart was racing on arrival to the venue and this only intensified racing on arrival to the venue and this only intensified racing on arrival to the venue and this only intensified racing on arrival to the venue and this only intensified 

as our group were called for our first run. I was vehicle 6 of about 15 and I saw my hand shaking a little as we as our group were called for our first run. I was vehicle 6 of about 15 and I saw my hand shaking a little as we as our group were called for our first run. I was vehicle 6 of about 15 and I saw my hand shaking a little as we as our group were called for our first run. I was vehicle 6 of about 15 and I saw my hand shaking a little as we 

starting lining up to exit the pit area. The pit area was just a place in a paddock whstarting lining up to exit the pit area. The pit area was just a place in a paddock whstarting lining up to exit the pit area. The pit area was just a place in a paddock whstarting lining up to exit the pit area. The pit area was just a place in a paddock where everyone had parked, ere everyone had parked, ere everyone had parked, ere everyone had parked, 

unloaded, and set up their gears. Following the others in my group to the start point I had absolutely no idea unloaded, and set up their gears. Following the others in my group to the start point I had absolutely no idea unloaded, and set up their gears. Following the others in my group to the start point I had absolutely no idea unloaded, and set up their gears. Following the others in my group to the start point I had absolutely no idea 

on what I was in for. But I thought, oh well, I am here now, I might as well give it a good shake.on what I was in for. But I thought, oh well, I am here now, I might as well give it a good shake.on what I was in for. But I thought, oh well, I am here now, I might as well give it a good shake.on what I was in for. But I thought, oh well, I am here now, I might as well give it a good shake.    

    

Each run consisted oEach run consisted oEach run consisted oEach run consisted of two drives, one from South to North and the other from North to South. Pref two drives, one from South to North and the other from North to South. Pref two drives, one from South to North and the other from North to South. Pref two drives, one from South to North and the other from North to South. Pre----race advice race advice race advice race advice 

was to not go over 200km/h on the first pass and not go over 250km/h on the 2was to not go over 200km/h on the first pass and not go over 250km/h on the 2was to not go over 200km/h on the first pass and not go over 250km/h on the 2was to not go over 200km/h on the first pass and not go over 250km/h on the 2ndndndnd    pass. This was to give you pass. This was to give you pass. This was to give you pass. This was to give you 

an opportunity to test out the road. Never having raced or dan opportunity to test out the road. Never having raced or dan opportunity to test out the road. Never having raced or dan opportunity to test out the road. Never having raced or driven in any speed event before I thought this riven in any speed event before I thought this riven in any speed event before I thought this riven in any speed event before I thought this 

was sound advice so attempted to follow it. was sound advice so attempted to follow it. was sound advice so attempted to follow it. was sound advice so attempted to follow it.     

    

I watched the first car, and 4 bikes go in front of me then I was motioned up to the start line. I remember I watched the first car, and 4 bikes go in front of me then I was motioned up to the start line. I remember I watched the first car, and 4 bikes go in front of me then I was motioned up to the start line. I remember I watched the first car, and 4 bikes go in front of me then I was motioned up to the start line. I remember 

thinking, ‘Jesus, it’s all on now!’  I put the Muzzie ithinking, ‘Jesus, it’s all on now!’  I put the Muzzie ithinking, ‘Jesus, it’s all on now!’  I put the Muzzie ithinking, ‘Jesus, it’s all on now!’  I put the Muzzie in Sports Mode, I got the all clear, and put my foot down, n Sports Mode, I got the all clear, and put my foot down, n Sports Mode, I got the all clear, and put my foot down, n Sports Mode, I got the all clear, and put my foot down, 

but a little too heavily as there was some wheel spin. So I eased off a bit then sped up to 100km/h, 150km/h but a little too heavily as there was some wheel spin. So I eased off a bit then sped up to 100km/h, 150km/h but a little too heavily as there was some wheel spin. So I eased off a bit then sped up to 100km/h, 150km/h but a little too heavily as there was some wheel spin. So I eased off a bit then sped up to 100km/h, 150km/h 

and then 200km/h. With all the excitement everything was feeling good, so as I got to theand then 200km/h. With all the excitement everything was feeling good, so as I got to theand then 200km/h. With all the excitement everything was feeling good, so as I got to theand then 200km/h. With all the excitement everything was feeling good, so as I got to the    timing section I put timing section I put timing section I put timing section I put 

my foot down a little more and raced through the timing section at around 215kms. I was surprised in the my foot down a little more and raced through the timing section at around 215kms. I was surprised in the my foot down a little more and raced through the timing section at around 215kms. I was surprised in the my foot down a little more and raced through the timing section at around 215kms. I was surprised in the 

run as I did have to hold the car on the road more than I had expected to. It wasn’t simply a matter of pointing run as I did have to hold the car on the road more than I had expected to. It wasn’t simply a matter of pointing run as I did have to hold the car on the road more than I had expected to. It wasn’t simply a matter of pointing run as I did have to hold the car on the road more than I had expected to. It wasn’t simply a matter of pointing 

the steering whethe steering whethe steering whethe steering wheel and putting the foot down, you do have to hold the car on the road too. Part of this was el and putting the foot down, you do have to hold the car on the road too. Part of this was el and putting the foot down, you do have to hold the car on the road too. Part of this was el and putting the foot down, you do have to hold the car on the road too. Part of this was 

due to the road, although very straight with little contour it was a country road with some very minor due to the road, although very straight with little contour it was a country road with some very minor due to the road, although very straight with little contour it was a country road with some very minor due to the road, although very straight with little contour it was a country road with some very minor 

undulations. It wasn’t as smooth as some of the motorways or undulations. It wasn’t as smooth as some of the motorways or undulations. It wasn’t as smooth as some of the motorways or undulations. It wasn’t as smooth as some of the motorways or race tracks that I have previously travelled race tracks that I have previously travelled race tracks that I have previously travelled race tracks that I have previously travelled 

(somewhat) fast on.(somewhat) fast on.(somewhat) fast on.(somewhat) fast on.    

    

When I got to the end of the timing area I took my foot off the accelerator and let the car reduce speed When I got to the end of the timing area I took my foot off the accelerator and let the car reduce speed When I got to the end of the timing area I took my foot off the accelerator and let the car reduce speed When I got to the end of the timing area I took my foot off the accelerator and let the car reduce speed 

without braking.  I noted that the car slowed down, on its own with still about 1.5 kwithout braking.  I noted that the car slowed down, on its own with still about 1.5 kwithout braking.  I noted that the car slowed down, on its own with still about 1.5 kwithout braking.  I noted that the car slowed down, on its own with still about 1.5 km of braking road left. So m of braking road left. So m of braking road left. So m of braking road left. So 

certainly no need to use brakes when coming down from 200+kms. certainly no need to use brakes when coming down from 200+kms. certainly no need to use brakes when coming down from 200+kms. certainly no need to use brakes when coming down from 200+kms.     



At the end of the run the marshals showed me where to pull up, beside the other vehicles, while we waited At the end of the run the marshals showed me where to pull up, beside the other vehicles, while we waited At the end of the run the marshals showed me where to pull up, beside the other vehicles, while we waited At the end of the run the marshals showed me where to pull up, beside the other vehicles, while we waited 

for the rest of the drivers in our group to complete their for the rest of the drivers in our group to complete their for the rest of the drivers in our group to complete their for the rest of the drivers in our group to complete their run. Walter, who had ridden just before me, came run. Walter, who had ridden just before me, came run. Walter, who had ridden just before me, came run. Walter, who had ridden just before me, came 

up to me and asked me how it went. I am not sure if I gave a sensible answer, I was still freaking a little bit. I up to me and asked me how it went. I am not sure if I gave a sensible answer, I was still freaking a little bit. I up to me and asked me how it went. I am not sure if I gave a sensible answer, I was still freaking a little bit. I up to me and asked me how it went. I am not sure if I gave a sensible answer, I was still freaking a little bit. I 

did notice at the time that there was a great camaraderie amongst the other ‘need for speed did notice at the time that there was a great camaraderie amongst the other ‘need for speed did notice at the time that there was a great camaraderie amongst the other ‘need for speed did notice at the time that there was a great camaraderie amongst the other ‘need for speed freaks’.  freaks’.  freaks’.  freaks’.      

[1st official time:  217.44km/h]        

    
    

On the 2On the 2On the 2On the 2ndndndnd    pass I decided to hit 250km/h. I got a clean start, no wheel spin, ramping it up to 200km/h, then I pass I decided to hit 250km/h. I got a clean start, no wheel spin, ramping it up to 200km/h, then I pass I decided to hit 250km/h. I got a clean start, no wheel spin, ramping it up to 200km/h, then I pass I decided to hit 250km/h. I got a clean start, no wheel spin, ramping it up to 200km/h, then I 

put my foot to the floor. I held on tight to the steering wheel and concentrated on keeping the car in the put my foot to the floor. I held on tight to the steering wheel and concentrated on keeping the car in the put my foot to the floor. I held on tight to the steering wheel and concentrated on keeping the car in the put my foot to the floor. I held on tight to the steering wheel and concentrated on keeping the car in the 

middle of the road. I took a momentarily glance,middle of the road. I took a momentarily glance,middle of the road. I took a momentarily glance,middle of the road. I took a momentarily glance,    with my eyes only, at the speed on the radar detector and with my eyes only, at the speed on the radar detector and with my eyes only, at the speed on the radar detector and with my eyes only, at the speed on the radar detector and 

it said 242. But when I glanced back to the middle of the road that momentary shift of focus, at that speed, it said 242. But when I glanced back to the middle of the road that momentary shift of focus, at that speed, it said 242. But when I glanced back to the middle of the road that momentary shift of focus, at that speed, it said 242. But when I glanced back to the middle of the road that momentary shift of focus, at that speed, 

scared the heebiescared the heebiescared the heebiescared the heebie----jeebies out of me! Again, another prejeebies out of me! Again, another prejeebies out of me! Again, another prejeebies out of me! Again, another pre----race advice was to focus on the race advice was to focus on the race advice was to focus on the race advice was to focus on the road in the far road in the far road in the far road in the far 

distance; by checking out your speedos you are not doing this, and for a novice like me that makes it more distance; by checking out your speedos you are not doing this, and for a novice like me that makes it more distance; by checking out your speedos you are not doing this, and for a novice like me that makes it more distance; by checking out your speedos you are not doing this, and for a novice like me that makes it more 

dangerous. I instantly resolved not to look at my dials while going full tit again. As I sped along I used dangerous. I instantly resolved not to look at my dials while going full tit again. As I sped along I used dangerous. I instantly resolved not to look at my dials while going full tit again. As I sped along I used dangerous. I instantly resolved not to look at my dials while going full tit again. As I sped along I used 

peripheral vision to note peripheral vision to note peripheral vision to note peripheral vision to note when I had gone past the start time marker and stop time marker. In my peripheral when I had gone past the start time marker and stop time marker. In my peripheral when I had gone past the start time marker and stop time marker. In my peripheral when I had gone past the start time marker and stop time marker. In my peripheral 

vision I saw a bunch of people and cars to my right, I figured it was the pit area, so removed my foot from the vision I saw a bunch of people and cars to my right, I figured it was the pit area, so removed my foot from the vision I saw a bunch of people and cars to my right, I figured it was the pit area, so removed my foot from the vision I saw a bunch of people and cars to my right, I figured it was the pit area, so removed my foot from the 

accelerator and started to reduce speed. Then I came up to anoaccelerator and started to reduce speed. Then I came up to anoaccelerator and started to reduce speed. Then I came up to anoaccelerator and started to reduce speed. Then I came up to another bunch of people and cars to my right, ther bunch of people and cars to my right, ther bunch of people and cars to my right, ther bunch of people and cars to my right, 

this was the real pit area, the other area was the timing area, I had reduced speed too soon. Dammit!this was the real pit area, the other area was the timing area, I had reduced speed too soon. Dammit!this was the real pit area, the other area was the timing area, I had reduced speed too soon. Dammit!this was the real pit area, the other area was the timing area, I had reduced speed too soon. Dammit!    

At the end of the run I talked to some of the other guys and some had made a similar error, beginning too At the end of the run I talked to some of the other guys and some had made a similar error, beginning too At the end of the run I talked to some of the other guys and some had made a similar error, beginning too At the end of the run I talked to some of the other guys and some had made a similar error, beginning too 

slow slow slow slow down too early. When travelling at those speeds it is difficult to tell where the timing area starts and down too early. When travelling at those speeds it is difficult to tell where the timing area starts and down too early. When travelling at those speeds it is difficult to tell where the timing area starts and down too early. When travelling at those speeds it is difficult to tell where the timing area starts and 

stops. I resolved on my next run to go faster for longer. Still what a rush. My heart rate was ridiculously high stops. I resolved on my next run to go faster for longer. Still what a rush. My heart rate was ridiculously high stops. I resolved on my next run to go faster for longer. Still what a rush. My heart rate was ridiculously high stops. I resolved on my next run to go faster for longer. Still what a rush. My heart rate was ridiculously high 

and remained that way all the way backand remained that way all the way backand remained that way all the way backand remained that way all the way back    to the pit area.to the pit area.to the pit area.to the pit area.    

[2nd official time:  234.44km/h]    
 
Run Two 

After a break we were back on again. We got the call and then our group were back off to line up again. I was After a break we were back on again. We got the call and then our group were back off to line up again. I was After a break we were back on again. We got the call and then our group were back off to line up again. I was After a break we were back on again. We got the call and then our group were back off to line up again. I was 

determined this time not to slow down too early. The marshal motioned me to my take mydetermined this time not to slow down too early. The marshal motioned me to my take mydetermined this time not to slow down too early. The marshal motioned me to my take mydetermined this time not to slow down too early. The marshal motioned me to my take my    turn at the starting turn at the starting turn at the starting turn at the starting 

position, I moved forward and put the car into Sports Mode, he got the all clear, he signalled me to go and I position, I moved forward and put the car into Sports Mode, he got the all clear, he signalled me to go and I position, I moved forward and put the car into Sports Mode, he got the all clear, he signalled me to go and I position, I moved forward and put the car into Sports Mode, he got the all clear, he signalled me to go and I 

was off. The car sped up until around 200km/h, I waited until I got to the 2km sign, then put my foot to the was off. The car sped up until around 200km/h, I waited until I got to the 2km sign, then put my foot to the was off. The car sped up until around 200km/h, I waited until I got to the 2km sign, then put my foot to the was off. The car sped up until around 200km/h, I waited until I got to the 2km sign, then put my foot to the 

floor as hard afloor as hard afloor as hard afloor as hard as I could and held on tight. I was holding on to the steering wheel so tight, then I remembered s I could and held on tight. I was holding on to the steering wheel so tight, then I remembered s I could and held on tight. I was holding on to the steering wheel so tight, then I remembered s I could and held on tight. I was holding on to the steering wheel so tight, then I remembered 

some advice I had once been given to not hold a steering too tight and tried my best to relax my grip. Thanks some advice I had once been given to not hold a steering too tight and tried my best to relax my grip. Thanks some advice I had once been given to not hold a steering too tight and tried my best to relax my grip. Thanks some advice I had once been given to not hold a steering too tight and tried my best to relax my grip. Thanks 

goodness for the cycle gloves! I barely noticed thgoodness for the cycle gloves! I barely noticed thgoodness for the cycle gloves! I barely noticed thgoodness for the cycle gloves! I barely noticed the start and stop timing signs and just held the speed as best e start and stop timing signs and just held the speed as best e start and stop timing signs and just held the speed as best e start and stop timing signs and just held the speed as best 

I could until I noticed the 2km (braking) sign. The 1km and 2km speed up and slow down signs were larger I could until I noticed the 2km (braking) sign. The 1km and 2km speed up and slow down signs were larger I could until I noticed the 2km (braking) sign. The 1km and 2km speed up and slow down signs were larger I could until I noticed the 2km (braking) sign. The 1km and 2km speed up and slow down signs were larger 

and much easier to spot in peripheral vision, so I decided to use them instead. I eased oand much easier to spot in peripheral vision, so I decided to use them instead. I eased oand much easier to spot in peripheral vision, so I decided to use them instead. I eased oand much easier to spot in peripheral vision, so I decided to use them instead. I eased off the accelerator and ff the accelerator and ff the accelerator and ff the accelerator and 

the car began to slow down, and the tenseness in my body started to calm a bit. When I got to the end of the the car began to slow down, and the tenseness in my body started to calm a bit. When I got to the end of the the car began to slow down, and the tenseness in my body started to calm a bit. When I got to the end of the the car began to slow down, and the tenseness in my body started to calm a bit. When I got to the end of the 

run, I parked up and stepped out of the car to shake down my limbs a bit. The adrenalin was coursing through run, I parked up and stepped out of the car to shake down my limbs a bit. The adrenalin was coursing through run, I parked up and stepped out of the car to shake down my limbs a bit. The adrenalin was coursing through run, I parked up and stepped out of the car to shake down my limbs a bit. The adrenalin was coursing through 

my body!my body!my body!my body!    

[3rd official time:  251.87km/h] 



    
    

On the second pass of this run I was determined to do a similar thing. Hold the pedal down right through On the second pass of this run I was determined to do a similar thing. Hold the pedal down right through On the second pass of this run I was determined to do a similar thing. Hold the pedal down right through On the second pass of this run I was determined to do a similar thing. Hold the pedal down right through 

from the 2km mark, pass the timing marks and continue pass the crowd in the pit area. I was aware that by from the 2km mark, pass the timing marks and continue pass the crowd in the pit area. I was aware that by from the 2km mark, pass the timing marks and continue pass the crowd in the pit area. I was aware that by from the 2km mark, pass the timing marks and continue pass the crowd in the pit area. I was aware that by 

slowing up so eslowing up so eslowing up so eslowing up so early on the previous Northarly on the previous Northarly on the previous Northarly on the previous North----South pass the Muzzie had gone past the people relatively slowly South pass the Muzzie had gone past the people relatively slowly South pass the Muzzie had gone past the people relatively slowly South pass the Muzzie had gone past the people relatively slowly 

and I wanted to put on a better show for those watching and for Ari. So, get the call to line up, put the Muzzie and I wanted to put on a better show for those watching and for Ari. So, get the call to line up, put the Muzzie and I wanted to put on a better show for those watching and for Ari. So, get the call to line up, put the Muzzie and I wanted to put on a better show for those watching and for Ari. So, get the call to line up, put the Muzzie 

in Sports Mode and wait for the signal. When given in Sports Mode and wait for the signal. When given in Sports Mode and wait for the signal. When given in Sports Mode and wait for the signal. When given the thumbs up, ramp up to speed quite quickly, see the the thumbs up, ramp up to speed quite quickly, see the the thumbs up, ramp up to speed quite quickly, see the the thumbs up, ramp up to speed quite quickly, see the 

2km sign and floor it. Then try the best to hold the car on the road, adjust if it starts to slightly head off with 2km sign and floor it. Then try the best to hold the car on the road, adjust if it starts to slightly head off with 2km sign and floor it. Then try the best to hold the car on the road, adjust if it starts to slightly head off with 2km sign and floor it. Then try the best to hold the car on the road, adjust if it starts to slightly head off with 

the some of the minor bumps, keep the accelerator foot down hard, keep looking in thethe some of the minor bumps, keep the accelerator foot down hard, keep looking in thethe some of the minor bumps, keep the accelerator foot down hard, keep looking in thethe some of the minor bumps, keep the accelerator foot down hard, keep looking in the    distance, past the distance, past the distance, past the distance, past the 

timing signals, past the first crowd, past the second crowd, see the 2km sign and foot off the pedal. Because timing signals, past the first crowd, past the second crowd, see the 2km sign and foot off the pedal. Because timing signals, past the first crowd, past the second crowd, see the 2km sign and foot off the pedal. Because timing signals, past the first crowd, past the second crowd, see the 2km sign and foot off the pedal. Because 

I went so far on this run I had to brake lightly but just around the 150km/h and then again at the 50km/h. I I went so far on this run I had to brake lightly but just around the 150km/h and then again at the 50km/h. I I went so far on this run I had to brake lightly but just around the 150km/h and then again at the 50km/h. I I went so far on this run I had to brake lightly but just around the 150km/h and then again at the 50km/h. I 

wanted to make suwanted to make suwanted to make suwanted to make sure I was going really slowly past the finish into the waiting area. I parked up and got out. I re I was going really slowly past the finish into the waiting area. I parked up and got out. I re I was going really slowly past the finish into the waiting area. I parked up and got out. I re I was going really slowly past the finish into the waiting area. I parked up and got out. I 

noticed a hint of a burning smell coming from my tyres, so I felt them but they weren’t excessively hot. I noticed a hint of a burning smell coming from my tyres, so I felt them but they weren’t excessively hot. I noticed a hint of a burning smell coming from my tyres, so I felt them but they weren’t excessively hot. I noticed a hint of a burning smell coming from my tyres, so I felt them but they weren’t excessively hot. I 

hopped back in the car and checked all the temperaturehopped back in the car and checked all the temperaturehopped back in the car and checked all the temperaturehopped back in the car and checked all the temperatures, and gauges including the tyre pressures. Everything s, and gauges including the tyre pressures. Everything s, and gauges including the tyre pressures. Everything s, and gauges including the tyre pressures. Everything 

was normal, the Muzzie hadn’t even raised a sweat.was normal, the Muzzie hadn’t even raised a sweat.was normal, the Muzzie hadn’t even raised a sweat.was normal, the Muzzie hadn’t even raised a sweat.    

[4th official time:  251.23km/h] 

 

    
    

When all our group had finished our run we drove back to the pit area. I was still so amped that I had to drink When all our group had finished our run we drove back to the pit area. I was still so amped that I had to drink When all our group had finished our run we drove back to the pit area. I was still so amped that I had to drink When all our group had finished our run we drove back to the pit area. I was still so amped that I had to drink 

aaaa    can of Red Bull to calm me down! There was a bit of a break while group 1 were having their 3can of Red Bull to calm me down! There was a bit of a break while group 1 were having their 3can of Red Bull to calm me down! There was a bit of a break while group 1 were having their 3can of Red Bull to calm me down! There was a bit of a break while group 1 were having their 3rdrdrdrd    run which run which run which run which 

gave me a chance to watch some of them zinging by and check some of the times out. The speeds that the gave me a chance to watch some of them zinging by and check some of the times out. The speeds that the gave me a chance to watch some of them zinging by and check some of the times out. The speeds that the gave me a chance to watch some of them zinging by and check some of the times out. The speeds that the 

bikes were doing and some of the other cars wabikes were doing and some of the other cars wabikes were doing and some of the other cars wabikes were doing and some of the other cars was just ridiculous, +300km/h, +350 km/h!s just ridiculous, +300km/h, +350 km/h!s just ridiculous, +300km/h, +350 km/h!s just ridiculous, +300km/h, +350 km/h!    



Run Three 

While I was lining up for the first pass of Run Three I happened to be speaking to Walter again. He suggested While I was lining up for the first pass of Run Three I happened to be speaking to Walter again. He suggested While I was lining up for the first pass of Run Three I happened to be speaking to Walter again. He suggested While I was lining up for the first pass of Run Three I happened to be speaking to Walter again. He suggested 

a few adjustments to the Muzzie to see if we could get more speed out of her. So I switched off a few adjustments to the Muzzie to see if we could get more speed out of her. So I switched off a few adjustments to the Muzzie to see if we could get more speed out of her. So I switched off a few adjustments to the Muzzie to see if we could get more speed out of her. So I switched off the radio (it the radio (it the radio (it the radio (it 

was turned low anyway) and turned off the air conditioner. We also put the mirrors in, to help reduce drag. was turned low anyway) and turned off the air conditioner. We also put the mirrors in, to help reduce drag. was turned low anyway) and turned off the air conditioner. We also put the mirrors in, to help reduce drag. was turned low anyway) and turned off the air conditioner. We also put the mirrors in, to help reduce drag. 

Then at the line up again, get the signal, ramp up to 200km/h wait for the 2km sign, put the foot down hard, Then at the line up again, get the signal, ramp up to 200km/h wait for the 2km sign, put the foot down hard, Then at the line up again, get the signal, ramp up to 200km/h wait for the 2km sign, put the foot down hard, Then at the line up again, get the signal, ramp up to 200km/h wait for the 2km sign, put the foot down hard, 

and hold it and the car iand hold it and the car iand hold it and the car iand hold it and the car in line until we get to the other 2km sign. Then ease off, and tense off a little bit as n line until we get to the other 2km sign. Then ease off, and tense off a little bit as n line until we get to the other 2km sign. Then ease off, and tense off a little bit as n line until we get to the other 2km sign. Then ease off, and tense off a little bit as 

you can feel the adrenalin flowing through the body. Park up at the other end, try and calm down, have a you can feel the adrenalin flowing through the body. Park up at the other end, try and calm down, have a you can feel the adrenalin flowing through the body. Park up at the other end, try and calm down, have a you can feel the adrenalin flowing through the body. Park up at the other end, try and calm down, have a 

chat to the other guys while waiting for everyone to finish andchat to the other guys while waiting for everyone to finish andchat to the other guys while waiting for everyone to finish andchat to the other guys while waiting for everyone to finish and    then get ready to do it again.then get ready to do it again.then get ready to do it again.then get ready to do it again.    

[5th official time:  251.92km/h] 

 

    
    

The Muzzie has a Sports Mode that you can activate through the gear lever and another that you can activate The Muzzie has a Sports Mode that you can activate through the gear lever and another that you can activate The Muzzie has a Sports Mode that you can activate through the gear lever and another that you can activate The Muzzie has a Sports Mode that you can activate through the gear lever and another that you can activate 

from the panel switches. I have never found out the difference between the twofrom the panel switches. I have never found out the difference between the twofrom the panel switches. I have never found out the difference between the twofrom the panel switches. I have never found out the difference between the two. But in this run I decided . But in this run I decided . But in this run I decided . But in this run I decided 

that I was going to activate them both. So as I lined up for the next run, I switched them both on. I got the that I was going to activate them both. So as I lined up for the next run, I switched them both on. I got the that I was going to activate them both. So as I lined up for the next run, I switched them both on. I got the that I was going to activate them both. So as I lined up for the next run, I switched them both on. I got the 

signal, accelerated up to speed, saw the 2km sign flash past, put the accelerator hard to the floor, looked in signal, accelerated up to speed, saw the 2km sign flash past, put the accelerator hard to the floor, looked in signal, accelerated up to speed, saw the 2km sign flash past, put the accelerator hard to the floor, looked in signal, accelerated up to speed, saw the 2km sign flash past, put the accelerator hard to the floor, looked in 

the disthe disthe disthe distance, held the car on line, kept the accelerator hard down until I went past both sets of people, saw tance, held the car on line, kept the accelerator hard down until I went past both sets of people, saw tance, held the car on line, kept the accelerator hard down until I went past both sets of people, saw tance, held the car on line, kept the accelerator hard down until I went past both sets of people, saw 

the 2km sign then removed my foot from the accelerator again.the 2km sign then removed my foot from the accelerator again.the 2km sign then removed my foot from the accelerator again.the 2km sign then removed my foot from the accelerator again.    

[6th official time:  251.33km/h]    

    

I noticed in this run I started to get a bit jaded. I hadI noticed in this run I started to get a bit jaded. I hadI noticed in this run I started to get a bit jaded. I hadI noticed in this run I started to get a bit jaded. I had    a couple of late nights leading up to this and then a really a couple of late nights leading up to this and then a really a couple of late nights leading up to this and then a really a couple of late nights leading up to this and then a really 

early morning wake up to get to Reporoa on time meant there was a chance for me to be getting tired. As I early morning wake up to get to Reporoa on time meant there was a chance for me to be getting tired. As I early morning wake up to get to Reporoa on time meant there was a chance for me to be getting tired. As I early morning wake up to get to Reporoa on time meant there was a chance for me to be getting tired. As I 

was hammering it at the end of the run I noticed my eyes starting to strain a little forwas hammering it at the end of the run I noticed my eyes starting to strain a little forwas hammering it at the end of the run I noticed my eyes starting to strain a little forwas hammering it at the end of the run I noticed my eyes starting to strain a little for    the first time and I had the first time and I had the first time and I had the first time and I had 

to specifically concentrate on staying focussed. As our group arrived back at the pits, we were offered one to specifically concentrate on staying focussed. As our group arrived back at the pits, we were offered one to specifically concentrate on staying focussed. As our group arrived back at the pits, we were offered one to specifically concentrate on staying focussed. As our group arrived back at the pits, we were offered one 

more run for a single pass of the course. Because I was starting to get fatigued I decided not to, better to play more run for a single pass of the course. Because I was starting to get fatigued I decided not to, better to play more run for a single pass of the course. Because I was starting to get fatigued I decided not to, better to play more run for a single pass of the course. Because I was starting to get fatigued I decided not to, better to play 

it safe.it safe.it safe.it safe.    And besides I had set out what I wanted to do. I had found out how fast I could go in our Muzzie.And besides I had set out what I wanted to do. I had found out how fast I could go in our Muzzie.And besides I had set out what I wanted to do. I had found out how fast I could go in our Muzzie.And besides I had set out what I wanted to do. I had found out how fast I could go in our Muzzie.    

    

When I got to the pit area Ari asked me if I had used the paddles? I felt a little bit stupid when she asked me When I got to the pit area Ari asked me if I had used the paddles? I felt a little bit stupid when she asked me When I got to the pit area Ari asked me if I had used the paddles? I felt a little bit stupid when she asked me When I got to the pit area Ari asked me if I had used the paddles? I felt a little bit stupid when she asked me 

this. Using the paddles in Sports Mode prettthis. Using the paddles in Sports Mode prettthis. Using the paddles in Sports Mode prettthis. Using the paddles in Sports Mode pretty much turns the automatic into a manual. Clearly being able to y much turns the automatic into a manual. Clearly being able to y much turns the automatic into a manual. Clearly being able to y much turns the automatic into a manual. Clearly being able to 

red line the gears a bit more would have meant a faster speed. When I am driving the Muzzie normally and I red line the gears a bit more would have meant a faster speed. When I am driving the Muzzie normally and I red line the gears a bit more would have meant a faster speed. When I am driving the Muzzie normally and I red line the gears a bit more would have meant a faster speed. When I am driving the Muzzie normally and I 

suddenly want to drive aggressively a flick into Sports Mode has always supplied amplsuddenly want to drive aggressively a flick into Sports Mode has always supplied amplsuddenly want to drive aggressively a flick into Sports Mode has always supplied amplsuddenly want to drive aggressively a flick into Sports Mode has always supplied ample enough power. e enough power. e enough power. e enough power.     

So much so that I call it Angry Mode. Consequently I have never needed to use the paddles and have only So much so that I call it Angry Mode. Consequently I have never needed to use the paddles and have only So much so that I call it Angry Mode. Consequently I have never needed to use the paddles and have only So much so that I call it Angry Mode. Consequently I have never needed to use the paddles and have only 

tried them out a couple of times. I guess, in retrospect, you don’t want to try a new driving method at tried them out a couple of times. I guess, in retrospect, you don’t want to try a new driving method at tried them out a couple of times. I guess, in retrospect, you don’t want to try a new driving method at tried them out a couple of times. I guess, in retrospect, you don’t want to try a new driving method at 

251km/h.251km/h.251km/h.251km/h.    



    

 
 
Epilogue  

So whatSo whatSo whatSo what    have I learnt? I have answered the question, how fast can our Muzzie go? Or perhaps better how have I learnt? I have answered the question, how fast can our Muzzie go? Or perhaps better how have I learnt? I have answered the question, how fast can our Muzzie go? Or perhaps better how have I learnt? I have answered the question, how fast can our Muzzie go? Or perhaps better how 

fast can I drive our Mussie? It is was surprisingly consistent at 251km/h, this is over 156mph, which to be fair fast can I drive our Mussie? It is was surprisingly consistent at 251km/h, this is over 156mph, which to be fair fast can I drive our Mussie? It is was surprisingly consistent at 251km/h, this is over 156mph, which to be fair fast can I drive our Mussie? It is was surprisingly consistent at 251km/h, this is over 156mph, which to be fair 

is moving! The changes I made in the last couplis moving! The changes I made in the last couplis moving! The changes I made in the last couplis moving! The changes I made in the last couple of runs had no effect on the top end speed. But is that really e of runs had no effect on the top end speed. But is that really e of runs had no effect on the top end speed. But is that really e of runs had no effect on the top end speed. But is that really 

the fastest? If I practised using the paddles and then had another go, could I make her go even faster? This is the fastest? If I practised using the paddles and then had another go, could I make her go even faster? This is the fastest? If I practised using the paddles and then had another go, could I make her go even faster? This is the fastest? If I practised using the paddles and then had another go, could I make her go even faster? This is 

a new question that has arisen. I would like to try and answer this question ata new question that has arisen. I would like to try and answer this question ata new question that has arisen. I would like to try and answer this question ata new question that has arisen. I would like to try and answer this question at    the next Land Speed NZ event, the next Land Speed NZ event, the next Land Speed NZ event, the next Land Speed NZ event, 

however I will not be able to. Ari wants to be the driver at the next event! So it is going to have be the event however I will not be able to. Ari wants to be the driver at the next event! So it is going to have be the event however I will not be able to. Ari wants to be the driver at the next event! So it is going to have be the event however I will not be able to. Ari wants to be the driver at the next event! So it is going to have be the event 

after that where I will see if by using the paddles I can make our Muzzie go more than 251km/h.after that where I will see if by using the paddles I can make our Muzzie go more than 251km/h.after that where I will see if by using the paddles I can make our Muzzie go more than 251km/h.after that where I will see if by using the paddles I can make our Muzzie go more than 251km/h.    

Another thing I Another thing I Another thing I Another thing I have noticed is that I feel like I am a different person, from having driven that fast. This is hard have noticed is that I feel like I am a different person, from having driven that fast. This is hard have noticed is that I feel like I am a different person, from having driven that fast. This is hard have noticed is that I feel like I am a different person, from having driven that fast. This is hard 

to explain but something I guess the other speed freaks are well aware of. I look at speed, and high speed a to explain but something I guess the other speed freaks are well aware of. I look at speed, and high speed a to explain but something I guess the other speed freaks are well aware of. I look at speed, and high speed a to explain but something I guess the other speed freaks are well aware of. I look at speed, and high speed a 

whole lot different now. I am certain it has mwhole lot different now. I am certain it has mwhole lot different now. I am certain it has mwhole lot different now. I am certain it has made me a better driver, I know that I certainly don’t have anything ade me a better driver, I know that I certainly don’t have anything ade me a better driver, I know that I certainly don’t have anything ade me a better driver, I know that I certainly don’t have anything 

to prove on the roads now.to prove on the roads now.to prove on the roads now.to prove on the roads now.    

 
He Mihi 

A big thanks to John Seccombe and Mike Wilkens who accepted our submission to this event at late notice, A big thanks to John Seccombe and Mike Wilkens who accepted our submission to this event at late notice, A big thanks to John Seccombe and Mike Wilkens who accepted our submission to this event at late notice, A big thanks to John Seccombe and Mike Wilkens who accepted our submission to this event at late notice, 

and who have organised and run a life changing and who have organised and run a life changing and who have organised and run a life changing and who have organised and run a life changing event! A big thank you too to all the officials, time keepers, event! A big thank you too to all the officials, time keepers, event! A big thank you too to all the officials, time keepers, event! A big thank you too to all the officials, time keepers, 

track support crew and local community who made this event possible. A special thanks also to Steve Knowles track support crew and local community who made this event possible. A special thanks also to Steve Knowles track support crew and local community who made this event possible. A special thanks also to Steve Knowles track support crew and local community who made this event possible. A special thanks also to Steve Knowles 

and his family for capturing and supplying these photographs, and to Craig Dawson forand his family for capturing and supplying these photographs, and to Craig Dawson forand his family for capturing and supplying these photographs, and to Craig Dawson forand his family for capturing and supplying these photographs, and to Craig Dawson for    his photograph.his photograph.his photograph.his photograph.    

    

Ari and I look forward to seeing you all again in the very near future!Ari and I look forward to seeing you all again in the very near future!Ari and I look forward to seeing you all again in the very near future!Ari and I look forward to seeing you all again in the very near future!    

    

    

Te TakaTe TakaTe TakaTe Taka    

Land Speed NZLand Speed NZLand Speed NZLand Speed NZ    

8888thththth    of April 2018.of April 2018.of April 2018.of April 2018. 
 
 
 



 



Listing Found on  

2019 Ford Mustang BULLITT 
NEW 2019 BULLITT FORD MUSTANG HIGHLAND GREEN MANUAL TRANS FREE SHIPPING! 

 
 

 
New 

Jul 02, 2018, 8:49AM 

US $51,000.00 
Approximately NZD74, 692.44 

Will ship to New Zealand. Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. 
Las Vegas, Nevada, United States 

 
 

 

Item specifics 

Condition: New Year:  2019 

VIN (Vehicle Identification Number):  1FA6P8K06K5500791 Mileage:  5 

Body Type:  Coupe Make:  Ford 

Warranty:  Vehicle has an existing warranty Model:  Mustang 

Vehicle Title:  Clear Trim:  BULLITT 

Options:  CD Player, Leather Seats Engine:  5.0 

Safety Features:  Anti-Lock Brakes, Driver Airbag, 
Passenger Airbag, Side Airbags 

Drive Type:  RWD 

Power Options:  Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, 
Power Locks, Power Windows, 
Power Seats 

Fuel Type:  Gasoline 

Exterior Colour:  

Interior Colour:  

Number of Cylinders: 

Transmission:  
 

 

DARK HIGHLAND GREEN 
Black 
8 
Manual 

For Sale By:  

Disability Equipped: 

Drive Side: 

Dealer 
No 
Left-hand drive 
 



T@R@N@KI MUST@NG CLUB 

CENTERFOLD MODEL 

  

A few months back I done something that I never thought I would ever do 

and that was to consider to sell my 1965 Mustang Convertible which I had 
owned for 34 years. !!!!!!! 

But not wanting to break into any of our investment accounts at this 

time and a lot, a very lot of discussion I decided to let the old girl go (the 
car not Norma) and we used the money from the sale to help out our kids.   

Then after a few months came the problem of not actually owning a 
mustang for the first time in approx.43 years, so the search was on to see 

if there was anything at a good price to replace the old Convertible. 

After much searching on several different sites including E Bay I found this 
1997 Mustang Cobra in Christchurch that a guy had just brought into New 

Zealand. 

Upon calling him he told me it was from Japan and that got me interested 
as an export model to Japan was very collectable due to the fact not many 

were made for export to Japan plus several other little things that make it 
different to USA based models.  

ie: the amber indicator lens, side marker lights. Rear wheel flared arches, 
fold in rear view mirrors, SVT insignia, And one of the main reasons was 
that this car had only done 25,000 Kilometres!!!!!!!!!! Certified. 
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It had 20 inch wheels and tyres on which are not original but as they suited the car 
I left them on along with the brand new 20 inch tyres and I am pleased that I did as 

it holds the road like a slot car. The seating is exceptional and very comfortable and 
wrapped in Leather not vinyl and as you would expect with such low mileage it’s like 

a new car especially for the price that I bargained for and got!!!!!!!!!!  

From what I have seen on a few sites it seems like I got a really good deal 
price wise, 

So after just a few months without a Mustang I am now over having 
withdrawal systems and all is right in the universe again. 

But who knows as nothing is a given in this life so what may come up in 
future years is anybody’s guess!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

In and of themselves, Mustang Cobras are future collectibles that will no 
doubt become more valuable in time. With a hand-assembled, all-aluminium, 

32-valve DOHC version of the 4.6-liter powerplant, just 7,475 of these cars 
were produced in 1997. With a 9.85:1 compression ratio, the Cobra engine 

was rated at 305 hp at 5,800 rpm and 300 ft-lb of torque at 4,800. 

As we look at Cobra Jet, Mach 1, and Boss Mustangs today, it's hard to 
imagine what it 

was like to see 
those cars every 

day on the streets 
and car lots. 

While those days 
are long gone, it's 

easy to overlook 
today's Mustangs 

that will no doubt 
become just as 

legendary as the 

muscle Mustangs 
from the '60s. 

One prime 
example is the '97 

Cobra. 

Rae Simpson 
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�ustang�ustang�ustang�ustang    
Outsells tOutsells tOutsells tOutsells the Sports Coupe Competition he Sports Coupe Competition he Sports Coupe Competition he Sports Coupe Competition inininin    China (Again)China (Again)China (Again)China (Again)    

    

WhWhWhWhen Ford created the S550 platform and built the 2015 Mustang, its sights were set on a en Ford created the S550 platform and built the 2015 Mustang, its sights were set on a en Ford created the S550 platform and built the 2015 Mustang, its sights were set on a en Ford created the S550 platform and built the 2015 Mustang, its sights were set on a 

much larger target than just North American. With its sleek styling and independent rear much larger target than just North American. With its sleek styling and independent rear much larger target than just North American. With its sleek styling and independent rear much larger target than just North American. With its sleek styling and independent rear 

suspension, Mustangsuspension, Mustangsuspension, Mustangsuspension, Mustang    was designed to succeed across the globe, and that it has. Nwas designed to succeed across the globe, and that it has. Nwas designed to succeed across the globe, and that it has. Nwas designed to succeed across the globe, and that it has. Not only is ot only is ot only is ot only is 

our our our our favouritefavouritefavouritefavourite    pony carpony carpony carpony car    the the the the most popular sports coupemost popular sports coupemost popular sports coupemost popular sports coupe    in the world, but it is the in the world, but it is the in the world, but it is the in the world, but it is the sales leader sales leader sales leader sales leader 

in Chinain Chinain Chinain China    for the second year in a row, according to Ford.for the second year in a row, according to Ford.for the second year in a row, according to Ford.for the second year in a row, according to Ford.    

    

    
    

The Mustang sits in the perfect sweet spot of contemporary and The Mustang sits in the perfect sweet spot of contemporary and The Mustang sits in the perfect sweet spot of contemporary and The Mustang sits in the perfect sweet spot of contemporary and classic, and there are many classic, and there are many classic, and there are many classic, and there are many 

ways to truly make a Mustang your own. ways to truly make a Mustang your own. ways to truly make a Mustang your own. ways to truly make a Mustang your own. ————    Guo Xin, Mustang Club of ChinaGuo Xin, Mustang Club of ChinaGuo Xin, Mustang Club of ChinaGuo Xin, Mustang Club of China    

    

“Many young, Chinese first“Many young, Chinese first“Many young, Chinese first“Many young, Chinese first----time buyers love going online to do their research,” Dean time buyers love going online to do their research,” Dean time buyers love going online to do their research,” Dean time buyers love going online to do their research,” Dean 

Stoneley, Ford’s Asia Pacific vice president for marketing, said. “OurStoneley, Ford’s Asia Pacific vice president for marketing, said. “OurStoneley, Ford’s Asia Pacific vice president for marketing, said. “OurStoneley, Ford’s Asia Pacific vice president for marketing, said. “Our    recent pilot with Tmall recent pilot with Tmall recent pilot with Tmall recent pilot with Tmall 

down in Guangzhou was a huge hit and all our Mustangs were rented in just 48 hours!”down in Guangzhou was a huge hit and all our Mustangs were rented in just 48 hours!”down in Guangzhou was a huge hit and all our Mustangs were rented in just 48 hours!”down in Guangzhou was a huge hit and all our Mustangs were rented in just 48 hours!”    

Whether it inspired someone like Guo Xin to open a shop and start a Mustang club, or Miss R Whether it inspired someone like Guo Xin to open a shop and start a Mustang club, or Miss R Whether it inspired someone like Guo Xin to open a shop and start a Mustang club, or Miss R Whether it inspired someone like Guo Xin to open a shop and start a Mustang club, or Miss R 

to choose one over a luxury car, the Mustang is buildito choose one over a luxury car, the Mustang is buildito choose one over a luxury car, the Mustang is buildito choose one over a luxury car, the Mustang is building a strong following in China.ng a strong following in China.ng a strong following in China.ng a strong following in China.    

FuelledFuelledFuelledFuelled, in part, by that millennial interest, Mustang sales jumped by 35 percent last year, , in part, by that millennial interest, Mustang sales jumped by 35 percent last year, , in part, by that millennial interest, Mustang sales jumped by 35 percent last year, , in part, by that millennial interest, Mustang sales jumped by 35 percent last year, 

with the most popular with the most popular with the most popular with the most popular colourscolourscolourscolours    ordered being Lightning Blue, Race Red, and Shadow Black. ordered being Lightning Blue, Race Red, and Shadow Black. ordered being Lightning Blue, Race Red, and Shadow Black. ordered being Lightning Blue, Race Red, and Shadow Black. 

Apparently the Mustang’s combination of adaptability, muscular looks, and undeniable Apparently the Mustang’s combination of adaptability, muscular looks, and undeniable Apparently the Mustang’s combination of adaptability, muscular looks, and undeniable Apparently the Mustang’s combination of adaptability, muscular looks, and undeniable 

Americana translate to every market.Americana translate to every market.Americana translate to every market.Americana translate to every market.    

    



“Many Mustang owners see their cars as an expression of themselves, and th“Many Mustang owners see their cars as an expression of themselves, and th“Many Mustang owners see their cars as an expression of themselves, and th“Many Mustang owners see their cars as an expression of themselves, and the younger e younger e younger e younger 

generation wants to customize their cars to stand out,” Guo Xin, who owns a Mustang repair generation wants to customize their cars to stand out,” Guo Xin, who owns a Mustang repair generation wants to customize their cars to stand out,” Guo Xin, who owns a Mustang repair generation wants to customize their cars to stand out,” Guo Xin, who owns a Mustang repair 

shop and founded the Mustang Club of China back in 2011, said. “The Mustang sits in the shop and founded the Mustang Club of China back in 2011, said. “The Mustang sits in the shop and founded the Mustang Club of China back in 2011, said. “The Mustang sits in the shop and founded the Mustang Club of China back in 2011, said. “The Mustang sits in the 

perfect sweet spot of contemporary and classic, and there are many perfect sweet spot of contemporary and classic, and there are many perfect sweet spot of contemporary and classic, and there are many perfect sweet spot of contemporary and classic, and there are many ways to truly make a ways to truly make a ways to truly make a ways to truly make a 

Mustang your own.”Mustang your own.”Mustang your own.”Mustang your own.”    

    

His club is just one of many organizations dedicated to Mustang, whose ranks have grown to His club is just one of many organizations dedicated to Mustang, whose ranks have grown to His club is just one of many organizations dedicated to Mustang, whose ranks have grown to His club is just one of many organizations dedicated to Mustang, whose ranks have grown to 

over 4,000 members and are still on the rise.over 4,000 members and are still on the rise.over 4,000 members and are still on the rise.over 4,000 members and are still on the rise.    

    

“I recently “I recently “I recently “I recently 

drove with a drove with a drove with a drove with a 

group of group of group of group of 

Mustang Club Mustang Club Mustang Club Mustang Club 

members to members to members to members to 

Inner Inner Inner Inner 

Mongolia,” MMongolia,” MMongolia,” MMongolia,” Mr. r. r. r. 

Guo added. Guo added. Guo added. Guo added. 

“We attracted “We attracted “We attracted “We attracted 

a lot of a lot of a lot of a lot of 

attention with attention with attention with attention with 

our Mustang fleet on the road. It is a very special sports car, filled with character and more our Mustang fleet on the road. It is a very special sports car, filled with character and more our Mustang fleet on the road. It is a very special sports car, filled with character and more our Mustang fleet on the road. It is a very special sports car, filled with character and more 

than 50 years of heritage, and everyone can feel it.”than 50 years of heritage, and everyone can feel it.”than 50 years of heritage, and everyone can feel it.”than 50 years of heritage, and everyone can feel it.”    

    

And, the Mustang doesn’t just resonate with male fans.And, the Mustang doesn’t just resonate with male fans.And, the Mustang doesn’t just resonate with male fans.And, the Mustang doesn’t just resonate with male fans.    It crosses over to the ladies as well, It crosses over to the ladies as well, It crosses over to the ladies as well, It crosses over to the ladies as well, 

where sales have increased by 10 percent in the last five years.where sales have increased by 10 percent in the last five years.where sales have increased by 10 percent in the last five years.where sales have increased by 10 percent in the last five years.    

    

Since it launched in China, the Mustang has steadily gained in popularity. So much so that it Since it launched in China, the Mustang has steadily gained in popularity. So much so that it Since it launched in China, the Mustang has steadily gained in popularity. So much so that it Since it launched in China, the Mustang has steadily gained in popularity. So much so that it 

is the topis the topis the topis the top----selling sports coupe there for two years runnselling sports coupe there for two years runnselling sports coupe there for two years runnselling sports coupe there for two years running.ing.ing.ing.    

“Mustang is the first car in my life, and it is unique like me,” says Miss Ru, a television and film “Mustang is the first car in my life, and it is unique like me,” says Miss Ru, a television and film “Mustang is the first car in my life, and it is unique like me,” says Miss Ru, a television and film “Mustang is the first car in my life, and it is unique like me,” says Miss Ru, a television and film 

producer, who opted for a pony car producer, who opted for a pony car producer, who opted for a pony car producer, who opted for a pony car 

rather than a luxury ride. “I like the rather than a luxury ride. “I like the rather than a luxury ride. “I like the rather than a luxury ride. “I like the 

contrast of a feminine girl driving contrast of a feminine girl driving contrast of a feminine girl driving contrast of a feminine girl driving 

such a masculine muscle car.”such a masculine muscle car.”such a masculine muscle car.”such a masculine muscle car.”    

    

No matter where you live, the No matter where you live, the No matter where you live, the No matter where you live, the 

Mustang’s Mustang’s Mustang’s Mustang’s growinggrowinggrowinggrowing    popularity popularity popularity popularity 

across the globe is a good thing. The across the globe is a good thing. The across the globe is a good thing. The across the globe is a good thing. The 

more examples Ford can sell, the more examples Ford can sell, the more examples Ford can sell, the more examples Ford can sell, the 

longer we are all guaranteed to longer we are all guaranteed to longer we are all guaranteed to longer we are all guaranteed to 

enjoy new Mustangs. This enjoy new Mustangs. This enjoy new Mustangs. This enjoy new Mustangs. This 

popularity also opens up the popularity also opens up the popularity also opens up the popularity also opens up the 

aftermarket possibilities to a global aftermarket possibilities to a global aftermarket possibilities to a global aftermarket possibilities to a global 

mamamamarket, as Mustang fans everywhere love to customize them.rket, as Mustang fans everywhere love to customize them.rket, as Mustang fans everywhere love to customize them.rket, as Mustang fans everywhere love to customize them.    



1966 Ford Mustero 

The Ultra Rare Mustang Pickup 
People have created pickups from just about any car you can imagine, and the Australians have long 
enjoyed factory Utes based on a variety of platforms. Factory US versions of classic cars as trucks are few 
and far between, basically only the Ranchero and El Camino, with the exception of the little-known 1966 
Ford Mustang pickup, dubbed the “Mustero,” that was produced in scant, numbers with Ford’s blessing, by 
a small dealership near Los Angeles, California. 

 

Although a 
little odd, we 
honestly love 
this idea. 
Imagine your 
two-car garage: 
This Mustero 
on one side and 
identical coupe 
on the other 
side. One for 
work and one 
for play! 

Beverly Hills 
Ford only 

created 50 of these Musteros. The video above features one that was totally restored to beautiful “factory” 
condition. The way they did it was instead of adding a boxy looking bed to the Mustang body, the California 
dealer instead moved the roof forward a few feet and made a bed for the back. The cool thing about the 
Mustero is that this move barely altered the roofline, making the chrome rails only real giveaway from a 
glance that this is not your standard Mustang. 

 

The Mustero was a high-cost option that brought the price up by $6,500, making the total price for the truck, 
depending on other options, somewhere around $9,000. The price was a big factor as to why the dealer only 
built 50 of them. When you consider it was nearly $3,000 more than a brand-new 1966 Lincoln Continental 
convertible at $6,300 or that a new Ford pickup only cost around $2,000 depending on options, the Mustero 
might not have seemed as appealing back then as it does today. 

Looking back, it’s a unique vehicle that was licensed by Ford. At the same time, buying something like that 
would be similar to buying a 2018 Ford Mustang pickup at a cost of somewhere around $55,000. 



Mustang Limo    
 

Close your eyes and dream for a moment. 

Imagine yourself and six or so buddies cruising 
down Ocean Boulevard in Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina, toward the Suck Bang Blow Bar up in 
Murrells Inlet in your own personal limo. Ice, Ice 

Baby is basting out of the tape deck up front. 
Once you arrive and step out of your limo, you 
take a look around to realize not only do you own 
a limo, but it is a stretched Fox Mustang 
hatchback. 

How cool is that? As you head inside you notice 
you must really be lost in the ’80s, or maybe it is 
just the Myrtle Beach Retro Mustang Meet? 
Either way, reality and fiction fade together as 

your party the night away in style. They say the ’80s were a time of excess. If you say you were there and 
you remember it, you probably weren’t living it up like riding in a Fox Mustang limousine as seen here… 

OK, back to your desk and the real world.  You just can’t be that cool.  You just can’t slip back to the ’80s 
via a time machine just yet maybe in the future who knows?? 

However, you can make that sweet limo in the dream a reality. If you are on social media, you probably 
saw this Fox GT limousine pop up on more than one Mustang-related page. We did a little digging and 
figured out that this limo is actually straight off the big screen and was featured in The Jerky Boys: The 

Movie back in 1995, as if you needed any more reasons to want this bad boy in your collection. 

There is no word yet on the exact location of the Fox limo or if it is available for purchase, but as more 
details come in, we will be sure and keep you updated. After all, how cool would it be to restore this ride 
and head out on a cruise with a bunch of Fox Mustangs? 

Obviously neglected since its 1995 big screen debut in the somewhat poorly received film, The Jerky Boys: 

The Movie, this limo is a star nonetheless. Staring John Brennan and Kamal Amhed, the film received a 
horribly low 9-percent review on Rotten Tomatoes, but at least it had a cool limo in one scene!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A 1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLEA 1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLEA 1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLEA 1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE    
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When Chris Slee left his New Zealand home for the States in 2008, he brought his family…and his love of 
American cars. But just as his family’s genealogy traces back across the Pacific, so does Slee’s passion for 
American car culture. 

Growing up in New Zealand, Slee recalls that is his father, Ron, owned vintage American cars. He says, 
“We couldn’t afford anything ‘exotic’ like a Mustang, but I remember cars like ’60s Impalas.” Ron Slee 
always had a soft spot for American cars, and his son, Chris, inherited it. 

 
When Chris Slee wanted to build his 80-year-old father an American car to drive in New Zealand, the 
obvious choice was a classic Mustang convertible. 

The junior Slee now runs Kiwi Classics and Customs in Franklin, Tennessee. Even though he resides 8,000 
miles from his father, their love of automotive Americana ties them together. During a visit to the United 
States when younger Slee came across a 1965 Mustang in Michigan, father and son decided to take a road 
trip to pick up the car and tour Detroit’s heritage. Once back in Tennessee, Chris planned to rebuild the car 
and send it to New Zealand for his father to enjoy. 

After driving the car back to Tennessee, Chris and his crew at Kiwi Classics and Customs got to work. The 
project snowballed from a basic restoration to a larger project because of a common reason: rust. Once 
disassembled, Slee found more of the metal cancer than he anticipated. However, Slee remained pragmatic. 
“The floors were really rusty. But, if a panel is ‘a little’ rusty or ‘a lot’ rusty, the work is the same to replace 
it.” 

Subtle body modifications are a hallmark of Chris Slee’s work. Note the raised front wheel arches, tight 
panel gaps, tucked-in bumpers, and smoothed rockers. 



One of the hallmarks of Slee’s work is performing subtle sheetmetal modifications to his customers’ cars—
and his dad’s ’65 convertible is no exception. None of the features stand out, but rather update and enhance 
his subject’s classic shape. Astute enthusiasts will notice the raised front wheel arch (1 inch higher than 
stock), tucked-in bumpers, and precise fender gaps. Slee also extended the rocker panel sheetmetal to fill 
in the gap to the pinch weld. The result is a smooth rocker panel that tucks up cleanly under the car. Slee 
also reworked the rear fender pinch welds to match the tidiness of the rocker treatment. 

One of the most noteworthy coachwork customizations is incorporating 1967 Mustang hoodscoops and turn 
signal indicators into the 1965 hood. Slee is proud of the result, and adds, “It’s one of the first things 
Mustang people notice about the car.” 

A luxurious TMI Products interior complements the bright blue paint on this 1965 Mustang. Full door 
panels and complete seats update the look. 

Interestingly, Slee had to restrain himself from making more extensive sheetmetal and powertrain 
alterations. In New Zealand, modified vehicles are subject to a strict “compliancing” process. All collision 
repairs and other modifications are subject to inspection by a certified automotive engineer, who vouches 
for the safety of every vehicle that’s modified beyond its original equipment. Slee explains, “A lot of what 
some people do here in the States would never fly over in New Zealand. So, I couldn’t really cut up the 
body and add a big-horsepower engine without running afoul of a New Zealand compliance inspector.” 

 

With the 
metalwork done, 
Slee turned his 
attention to the 
paint. “We had a 
blue colour in 
mind, but not the 
typical dark blue 
often seen on 
these cars. We 
took some Matrix 
paint colours and 
started mixing, 
and added pearls 
and metal flakes 
of various sizes. It 
took thirteen tries, 
but we found 
something we 

liked.” Kiwi Classics and Customs’ in-house painter, Barry Bannister, fogged the custom colour over the 
Mustang’s smoothed panels. Bannister even painted the underbody with a tinted Raptor coating to protect 
the floors from rock chips. 

Slee incorporated the Vintage Air vents into the metal dashboard and relocated the controls to the center 
for a subtle, integrated look. 

Suspension modifications were also kept simple to please New Zealand’s compliance inspectors. The front 
was treated to a “Shelby drop” kit, while Summit Racing 1-inch drop rear springs were installed to level 
the ride. An upgraded Borgeson steering box tightened up the steering feel, while Slee painted a set of 
stock-style four-piston front callipers in body colour to brighten up the braking equipment. 

The front discs and rear drums were installed behind US Mags measuring 17x7 and 17x8 front and rear, 
respectively. Slee ordered the wheels with textured gray centers and diamond-cut lips, and then wrapped 
them in Hankook P235/45R17 rubber up front and P245/45R17 rubber in the rear. 

Slee incorporated 1967 hoodscoops and turn signal indicators into the 1965 hood. 



The custom touches continued with the interior, and specifically to the dashboard. “I didn’t like how the 
bezels for the Vintage Air conditioning system hung below the dash, so I incorporated them into the 
dashboard.” Slee also relocated the controls to the center of the dash in a space formerly occupied by the 
ash tray. “Most people don’t notice that I moved it unless I point it out.” 

Slee turned to TMI Products for their interior expertise, including complete low-back bucket seats, a full 
console, dashpad, and full-length door panels. The rich, tan leather contrasts nicely with the bright blue 
paint and matching TMI cloth convertible top. 

Slee painted the bumpers and tucked them closely to the body. 

The Mustang’s original straight-
six engine and three-speed 
transmission were chucked in 
favour of a 5.0-liter/five-speed 
combination snatched from a 1995 
Mustang GT. When asked about 
any engine work, Slee replies, 
“We weren’t planning on it, but 
when swapping to a proper oil pan 
for the ’65, I made the mistake of 
checking the main bearings.” The 
inspection resulted in a complete 
rebuild from Grooms Engines in 
Nashville, Tennessee. Slee topped 
the freshened short-block with a 
set of Flo-Tek aluminium heads, a 
Summit Racing Stage 1 intake, 
and a Quick Fuel 600-cfm carburetor. A CFR front engine accessory drive kit, valve covers, and air cleaner 
complete the under-hood aesthetics. 

To clean up the engine bay, Slee filled a lot of the holes, hid the air conditioning hoses and wiring harnesses, 
and fabricated a custom radiator cover panel emblazoned with the Māori warrior—a symbol of New 
Zealand culture, and used in the Kiwi Classics and Customs logo. 

The smooth lower body look continues from the extended rocker panels to the rear fender seam behind the 
wheels. 
 

Slee always keeps the needs of his customers in the forefront of his mind, and as such this Mustang retains 
three pedals. “Even though my father is 80 years old, he insisted on driving a stick shift.” The 
aforementioned 1995 Mustang five-speed gearbox received a new countershaft cluster, fresh clutch, and 
stock shifter to make his dad’s driving chores as easy as possible. Torque from the Tremec box is sent to 
an 8-inch rearend with 2.80:1 gears and an open differential. “The one-tire fryer is actually a safety measure. 
If my dad spins the tires, the differential keeps it from going sideways.” Flowtech headers and a Summit 
Racing exhaust kit make sure Ron Slee’s neighbours in New Zealand know when he’s coming or going. 

Ron Slee’s Mustang is a perfect example that one doesn’t need to go overboard to build a fabulous car. It’s 
the little things that complete the package. By the time you read this, the blue beauty you see before you 
will be on an 8,000-mile journey to Auckland, New Zealand, where Slee’s father will ignite genealogy and 
gasoline every time he turns the key. 

A 5.0L/five-speed sourced from a 1995 Mustang GT fills the engine bay. A Quick Fuel carburetor, Flo-Tek 
aluminium heads, and a Summit Racing intake manifold enhance motivation. 
Kiwi Classics and Customs’ Barry Bannister sprayed the tinted Raptor liner on the underside of the Mustang 
to make sure this Mustang survives any surface it drives in New Zealand. 
Ron Slee (left) and his son and car builder, Chris Slee (right), take a selfie during their Michigan-to-
Tennessee road trip in front of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway Hall of Fame. 
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To many people’s delight, Ford have announced a return to Supercar’s in 2019 with a racing version of the 
Mustang. They had been looking at doing something with the Mondeo but have confirmed the Mustang 
with be it on the race-track for next year. 
 

 
 
It’s likely to be powered by a twin-turbocharged V6 engine rather than a V8, which may disappoint the 
hard core V8 fans. Holden announced almost at the same time that it was suspending a program to develop 
a turbocharged V6 engine for the successful ZB Commodore that has been in winning form over the past 
couple of seasons. 

 

 
 
The news of the Mustang’s return is a massive lift for Supercars and the fans. Currently the Falcon FG X 



and the Nissan Altima that are racing, are no longer sold in Australia or New Zealand and of course the 
Falcon is no longer being manufactured. 
 
We are still missing the full information around this decision but we have read that Ford will be represented 
by Ford Performance, the global motorsport division. 
 

 
 
The two main Ford Supercar teams, Tickford Racing and DJR Team Penske, should play a major role with 
the new Mustang Supercar. 
 
There has been some winning history in the Australian Touring Car Championships involving the first-
generation Ford Mustang, even while the Falcon was taking up most of the attention with organisers, race 
teams and fans, the Mustang won four consecutive events during the 1960’s. 
 

 
 
Later in the 1970’s Allan Moffat’s Coca-Cola Trans-Am Mustang did well and Jim Richards’ Sidchrome 
Mustang was another great performer towards the end of that decade. 
 
Ford & Holden are now both committed to the Supercar championship for 2019 with an American Mustang 
going up against a European Commodore making for an interesting battle, Nissan have yet to confirm their 
inclusion for 2019 when this was written. 
 

 



90+MPH Crash Chops S550 Droptop 

In Pieces, But Driver Walks Away 
It’s hard not to push the limits when driving a car that’s got the extra horsepower of a Mustang, and when 
you’re flying through the streets of Seattle, Washington, on one of their dozen or so sunny Pacific Northwest 
days, it’s a challenge not to give it a little extra gas. Still, it’s hard for us to imagine hitting 90 miles per 
hour in a 35-mile-per-hour zone on a busy street, but that’s just 
what this guy did, and that’s when he crashed, which is sure to feed 
more Mustang-hater memes. 

It's amazing how well the driver portion of the car held together. 
While it was certainly a combination of a passenger-side impact, 
luck, and engineering, it shows that these cars will hold together 
where it counts in an accident. 

The driver of this convertible Mustang was observed going speeds 
in excess of 90 MPH on these Seattle city streets, and he couldn’t 
handle that speed, losing control and slamming into a power pole, 
ripping the Mustang into dozens of pieces and sending parts flying 
more than 30 feet from the impact zone. Looking at the pictures of 
this wreck, you’d never guess the owner of this car walked away 
— let’s repeat that, he walked away. In one of the pictures posted 
on this story you can see him standing by the medics, shrouded in 
a green blanket. 

Why yes, that is in fact the engine laying on its side on 
the sidewalk. It was ripped from the car and probably still 
spinning when it settled in the grass. 

The wreck left the rear half of the Mustang 30 feet or 
better from the front half and the engine and transmission 
laying on their side next to what was left of the front 
section of the cab. You’ll notice that the front driver seat 
is intact and the entire driver seat area, including the door, 
steering wheel, seat, and dash, are all intact, the same 
cannot be said for the passenger side however, 
as there is essentially no passenger side left on 
this car.; 

The entire rear section of the Mustang was 
thrown somewhere around 30-feet from the 
initial impact zone. It's hard to imagine that 
much metal being thrown that far and a person 
involved still walking away! 

Although this story serves as a reminder of the 
dangers of driving at high speeds and the 
consequences of losing control, it also serves as 
an example of just how well Ford engineered its 
Mustangs. Though a passenger would not have 
survived this accident, and luck definitely played a large part in the driver walking away without serious 
injury, the Ford engineers did a great job ensuring that the cockpit of the latest Mustang, even a convertible, 
was stout enough to withstand an accident and the tremendous force associated with one. 



It’s amazing that the wheel is broken, the engine is sitting behind the front seat of the car, and the back half 
is 30 feet down the sidewalk, but somehow that driver side window is still intact and the rear-view mirror 
is still attached to that driver door. 

Take the time to watch this short 
video in full. Unfortunately, we do not 
have video footage of the wreck itself 
and the car disintegrating on impact, 
but the walkaround of the wreckage 
by a bystander does a great job 
illustrating the magnitude of the 
crash. It’s hard to fathom just how bad 
it was from, the pictures, and the 
video does a great job putting it into 
perspective just how far bits, pieces, 
and significant sections of the car 
were thrown in the accident. 

Watch your speed in areas like this 
and don’t end up in a crash like this 
guy, odds are good that you won’t be 
as lucky… Either way, we’re sure this 
comes with a hefty ticket and the 
likelihood that insurance would not 
be covering the damages. 

The wreck left the rear half of the 
Mustang 30 feet or better from the 
front half and the engine and 
transmission laying on their side next 
to what was left of the front section of 
the cab. You’ll notice that the front 
driver seat is intact and the entire 
driver seat area, including the door, 
steering wheel, seat, and dash, are all 
intact, the same cannot be said for the 
passenger side however, as there is 
essentially no passenger side left on 
this car. 

Although this story serves as a 
reminder of the dangers of driving at 
high speeds and the consequences of 
losing control, it also serves as an 
example of just how well Ford 
engineered its Mustangs. Though a 
passenger would not have survived 
this accident, and luck definitely 
played a large part in the driver 
walking away without serious injury, 
the Ford engineers did a great job ensuring that the cockpit of the latest Mustang, even a convertible, was 
stout enough to withstand an accident and the tremendous force associated with one. 
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It’s not often we see a late-model Mustang sell for more than $1,000,000, but rest assured when 
one does, there’s a reason for it. This ’Stang isn’t your run-of-the-mill GT model – it’s is a first-
year, second-gen Shelby GT500, and a Super Snake at that. 

At this year’s Las Vegas, Nevada, Barrett-Jackson auction, it was offered at a no-reserve option 
and garnished more than seven figures, with 100 percent of the proceeds being donated to benefit 
the first responders through the Injured Police Offers Fund in Las Vegas. Naturally, a Shelby of 
this caliber must have some unique characteristics for such a high bid, and that it did. 

The Super Snake, which is serial number CSM 07SS0011 (VIN number 1ZVHT88S375200007), 
was originally purchased by former CEO of Ford Mark Fields  

That ultra-low VIN number qualified it as one of the first GT500s built since 1970, and according 
to the original listing, “Mark Fields used it as a R&D vehicle in the initial development of the 40th 
Anniversary Package.” 

Moreover, the Shelby boasts a special booklet documenting all of its affairs, including a framed 
copy of the Window Sticker signed by Carroll Shelby and Bill Ford. 

Lastly, the Super Snake was part of Barrett-Jackson President Steve Davis’ personal collection 
since 2008, and is said to have more than 600 horsepower, thanks to its Super Snake 40th 
Anniversary Edition conversion done by Shelby under the watchful eye of Carroll himself. 
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Today’s run started in Inglewood with everyone meeting just after lunch 

at the Inglewood Railway Yard.  To say it was a wet day would be an 

understatement! 

 

First stop today was 

Leon MacDonald’s.  

This was a short cruise 

as Leon’s workshop is 

in Inglewood.  Here we 

got to see his build of a 

replica 1972 McLaren 

M20, running a big 

block 510 cubic inch 

Chevy engine, 

producing 800 hp.  This 

rebuild is 10 years in 

the process and 

counting.  The car has 

alloy tub with fibreglass 

body, 19inch rear, 

10inch front, 6pot 

callipers.  The gear box 

has been designed by 

Leon himself.   This has 

also lead to 

manufacturing and 

exporting the gear box 

for a couple of race 

cars in Australia.  

Basically an impressive 

build by a cleaver kiwi 

guy in a back street workshop.  The project is unfinished so we hope to 

head back again in the future to see it, and hopefully hear it, complete.  

 



 



From here we headed to Mountain Road, where an extensive dirt bike 

collection is housed.  This is the private collection of Steve Gallichan. The 

collection is set up in a purpose built shed where he specialises in 

restoring vintage motor cross bikes.  The bikes are then placed on display 

in his showroom for fortunate people like ourselves to view and 

appreciate.  Steve also has a large collection of motor cross memorabilia 

which hangs around the shed and showroom walls.  You certainly don’t 

have to love bikes to appreciate the work and time gone into the 

restorations. 

 

It was then time to jump back in our cars, with the next stop being 

Summerset Mountain View Rest Home.  No, this was not a stop to check 

out our future accommodations, but our meeting destination.  We parked 

around the village, giving the residents an opportunity to come out and 

check out our cars.  The onsite café was open, so many of us fuelled up 

with food and coffee before the meeting started.  By the time our meeting 

was over the bar was open and the residents had come together in the 

main lounge to enjoy a tipple and some wonderful entertainment from a 

quartet of lovely aged gentlemen (well there was three of four I can’t 

clearly remember). 

 

From here that brought about the end to our afternoon.  For Boyd and I it 

was our first run in our new purchase, a 1965 Notchback, that we had 

just brought home the day before.  A defining moment for me as the 

purchase saw a lifelong dream come true ………….. To own my very own 

‘it belongs to her’ classic car.  A great day!  

 

Toni Fabish – Benton 

(Thanks to Rose for the photos) 
 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 


